God or not God.
3. Peace cannot be accomplished unless
Natural Law is invoked for all.
4. Every action that thwarts innate needs
goes against Natural Law. The primary
values that support Natural Law are: doing
that which is truly in the best interests of
others, attaining goals or other ends not
recognized as goals but which become goals
once experienced, and operating in an area
of meaningful expansion for yourself, that
is, your interiorly preferred work.
5. Society forms for the common good of
peace and the rule of law based on
individual freedom granted from God.
6. A governor of society has the same
freedom as the individual, with this
exception. He cannot make unjust laws. An
unjust law goes against primary values.
7. World society is the same. No governor of
world society can make unjust laws.
8. No society has a right to create laws that
go against Natural Law primary values.
9. Cooperation between the good citizen and
the good society leads to peace thru laws
that support Natural Law primary values.
10. Whole segments of society will rise in
justice and whole segments of society will
fall in injustice.
11. Having faith in all those around you,
who cause you to suffer, draws them to the
righteousness of God within you. Seeing
God
within others, draws
others
to
God within you.
12. The dual experience of suffering when
put upon, and making external acts of
kindness staying committed to being with
the one in authority over you, wrongfully
causing the suffering, brings peace.
13. We are sure that we live in union with
God and that he lives in union with us,
because he has given us miracles.
14. A domain always begins with an

Two Scientific Tests Underpinning a
Treatise on Peace
R042-ar

Change lives for the better. There are two
scientific tests that any person can run that
will bring “unity for all.” This means
increased happiness or joy for yourself and
greater sense of community for every group
of which you are a part.
The first test is this. Prove Natural Law that
any experience of yours that contains one or
more primary values that satisfy innate
needs and does not go against any other
primary value makes you feel good. And if
an experience of yours goes against any
primary value, you will feel bad, even if
other primary values are present.
The second test is this. Prove that the
practice of praying before a work, ministry,
or family meeting brings miracles. Only the
power of the Spirit brings miracles.
In order to keep the prayer meeting, or
practice, separate from the regular meeting,
hold the practice with a subset of your group
½ hour before any regular work, ministry, or
family meeting. Not everyone need come,
just at least two who pray in deeper devotion
and do a scripture or other formation
discussion in the optional meeting. Then you
will see if your regular meeting has
increased docility, and obedience, and an
increased harmony among all in your
meeting.
Some of us are doing this. Won’t you join
all of us who seek peace on earth?
A Treatise on Peace Outline
1. All men are born equal under God.
2. From birth man has free will to choose,
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recommended in the same small group, its
members make a deeper commitment to one
another, to trust one another, to build an
interdependence that is based on the Spirit. As
we satisfy innate needs, the Spirit gently works
within each of us to help us build out our
functional domains of good.

individual who thwarts or supports innate
needs. The individual who wishes to satisfy
innate needs may change domain by domain
from ways that thwart innate needs to more
loving ways that permit themselves and
others to satisfy innate needs.
15. For those who are put upon, we will
know we have suffered enough when we
suffer no more. Such a holy one emanates
God’s justice first to those closest to him for
example his family, then to every group of
which he is a part. Those who try to thwart
such a suffering little one will be ruined.
The power of good is greater than the power
of
evil.
16. In this way good domains will grow and
overtake the domains of evil throughout the
world.
17. In Non-cooperation, non-violence you
will experience a peaceful means to
accelerate the process of awareness and
change. You will experience Miracles, first
hand. You will grow into holy nothingness.
18. God does the healing until all are in
unity.

And the greatest happiness or joy occurs in
families, work places, villages, cities, towns and
even nations, that uphold the innate needs of all
based on God’s Natural Law!
The word God and “That which you value
the most for the common good” are used
interchangeably in our resources.
Work Meets Faith Smart® small group
Does your faith influence your work? Have you
ever wondered: 'Is this the work God wants me
to do?' In our Work Meets Faith small group,
we believe that God speaks to us thru our
interiorly preferred work. By prayer,
encouragement and community learn how you
can use your faith to influence your work - and
to overcome the challenges and obstacles that
we all face in our jobs. Not with advice, but
with helpful relevant resolution stories. In
discovering your interiorly preferred work, your
life will become more fulfilled so, in return, you
can humbly and gratefully offer it as a gift back
to God. Resulting in a deep faith to ask Him to
bless you with more of that work. Fulfilling
God’s natural law of love, you will bring peace
to the world.

Loquate builds an interdependence that is
based on the Spirit. It is a charitable center for
peace that uses technology for intentional
community building. Its core competence is
community building around functional domains
of good. Loquate’s Smart® technology defines
primary values that satisfy innate needs. Its
process uniquely relies only on changing
oneself, and can be replicated elsewhere to
build community. Major charitable support
comes from those who believe in its work in
“unity for all.”

Everyone works in some sense (volunteer,
retired, stay at home, or for pay).
Low Time Meets 2 hours/month, but not in
July, August, or December.
Try the practice 30 minutes before our
meeting.
Open Enrollment. All are welcomed. This is
an intentional Smart® small group designed to
satisfy innate needs. Open to all!

A Work Meets Faith small group uses
Loquate’s Smart® technology to bring
happiness or joy to its members, and sense of
community to every group of which they are a
part. Designated as a family resource outside of
our family with no two family members

Contact
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jeff@loquate.tv or 773-621-0863

